A new method to localize brain nuclei for surgery in extrapyramidal disease.
A CT localization method to be used with the Leksell stereotactic system was employed to locate the ventral lateral nucleus of the thalamus (VL) and globus pallidus (GP) for treating extrapyramidal disease (EPD). The study comprised 100 normal adults and 70 cases of EPD, and results in both populations were compared. The 70 cases of EPD were studied ventriculography, and 30 normal adults were studied my MRI. Results indicate the accuracy of localization of the primary targets was 94.25% with the CT localization method described herein and 88.9% in the control group. In conclusion, the new CT localization method is a valuable technique to locate brain nuclei and to replace ventriculography with stereotactic surgery in the treatment of EPD patients.